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Underprivileged and the Electric Windmill Car 
Suppression of the masses by the Presidents Mother 
Bush's Mom said Katrina victims are "underprivileged" 
And now their better off 
Bush's Mom will be taken out and shot 
In the 4th day of the Oil Genocide Trials 
Martha Stewart will be taken out and shot 
In the 5th day of the Oil Genocide Trials 
The "underprivileged" are underprivileged via Bush 
Via Yale and Harvard 
Presidents of Yale and Harvard will be shot to death 
In the 6th day of the Oil Genocide Trials 
"underprivileged" all of then in the Katrina videos 
Would have a University degree - all of them 100% 
If the Electric Windmill Car was not suppressed in 1980 
Bush and Texas Oil men profited by $ Trillions of dollars 
More than enough to make every University in the USA free 
Bush's Mom never wanted Yale free 
Bush's Mom will never want Yale free of tuition 
Bush's Mom infected the Generals wife and daughters 
Pentagons Trillions is less than the Oil Men's Trillions 
Since 1980 and the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car 
Cops and kids burned to death in fiery car wrecks since 1980 
Pentagons causalities in Wars since 1980 is less than this 
On the 7th Day Rumsfeld will be taken out and shot 
On the 7th Day of the Oil Genocide Trials 
"underprivileged" 1 billion people maybe 3 billion people 
All would have a University degree in 2005 
If it were not for the Presidents Mother 
This is why she will be taken out and shot on the 4td Day 
Of the Oil Genocide Trials 
Presidents of Yale, Harvard, and MIT 
Will be taken out and shot too 
Imagine the true testimony of Scott killing his pregnant wife 
Now at this trial we have cops and kids burnt in gasoline 
Like the naked Vietnamese girl running down the street 
Napalmed by a different USA President 
Her parents made $2 a day being "underprivileged" 
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Testimony from Cops and Kids with burnt faces like Jason 
Will inflame the Judges and Court TV viewers 
Judge - Jury, and executioner will be one person 
1 Billion Persons watching the Oil Genocide Trials 
On Court TV 
Will drag Bush's Mom out of the trial 
And shoot her to death in a flame of passion! 
Bill Gates will also be dragged out and shot 
Learning Microsoft Excel will be free after the trail 
Oil Genocide Era burned more than a million to death 
For each $ Trillion dollars of oil money since 1980 
This is outside the boundaries of human decency 
And social norms for anyone let alone Yale Graduates 
Yale and Harvard will be ranked differently 
After the Oil Genocide Trials 
"underprivileged" all of then in the Katrina videos 
Will have a University degree - all of them 100% 
Moms will send their kids on Light Year Flights 
To Alpha Centauri not to Iraqi for needless oil 
A Universe Bush's Mom could never envision

 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$  
Please send cash or check to   
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306  
Any donation will help me expose the electric windmill car, 
thanks  
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

 

10 September 2005

Katrina's Underprivileged in an Oil Genocide Era

Copyright Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

( Invention of the electric windmill car in 1980 would

have contributed $$$$ a few Trillion dollars to the Katrina

victims we see in the videos from CBS CNN ABC NBC.
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They all know this too... as they broadcast the Katrina news)

Hit Counter  
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